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Abstract
A class of linear logic proof games is developed, each with a numeric score that depends on the
number of preferred axioms used in a complete or partial proof tree. The complexity of these
games is analyzed for the NP-complete multiplicative fragment (MLL) extended with additive
constants and the PSPACE-complete multiplicative, additive fragment (MALL) of propositional
linear logic. In each case, it is shown that it is as hard to compute an approximation of the
best possible score as it is to determine the optimal strategy. Furthermore, it is shown that
no ecient heuristics exist unless there is an unexpected collapse in the complexity hierarchy.
c© 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Linear logic, introduced in [12], is a renement of classical logic often described as
being resource sensitive because of its intrinsic ability to reect computational states,
events, and resources [13, 32, 33, 20]. Several notions of game semantics for linear logic
are investigated in [6, 1, 2, 16, 19, 17, 9].
Connections between linear logic and probabilistic games considered in complexity
theory are investigated in [22, 23, 25]. In particular, linear logic proof search may also
be seen as a game. This game, the linear logic proof game, is played on linear logic
formulas, and its moves are instances of inference rules of linear logic. There are
two players, called proponent and opponent, and a separate verier. Proponent’s goal
is to play a sequence of moves that constitute a formal proof of an input formula,
consisting of axioms and matching inference rules. Opponent tries to force the direction
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of proponent’s evidence in a way that makes it impossible for proponent to obtain a
formal proof. Several versions of this game are discussed in [23, 25], each with a
numeric score that reects the number of certain preferred axioms used in a complete
or partial formal proof. The capabilities of the players may dier. While proponent is
always omnipotent, in some versions of the game opponent’s decisions are based only
on a fair coin toss.
Two fragments of propositional linear logic are considered here: the multiplicative
additive fragment, MALL, and the multiplicative fragment extended with additive con-
stants, MLL>. MALL is PSPACE-complete [21]. It follows from the NP-completeness of the
pure multiplicative fragment, MLL [18, 27], that MLL > is NP-complete. These are global
hardness properties in that they provide lower bounds on proponent’s optimal strategy.
Games from complexity-theoretic literature [5, 14, 28, 34, 11, 8, 7, 15, 30] may be rep-
resented in the linear logic proof game, with the new complexity results obtained as
corollaries of the complexity properties of games from the literature just mentioned.
A representative case is studied here in detail in Section 7. The reader is referred to
[23] for an outline of other cases and for a brief overview of the relevant notions and
results from complexity theory. The game representations considered in Section 7 are
dened in a move-by-move fashion; that is, they preserve proponent’s moves, oppo-
nent’s moves, proponent’s strategies, as well as proponent’s optimal strategies (that is,
optimal with respect to the score).
In this way, one transfers to the linear logic proof game the complexity lower bounds
for the approximation of the expected score when proponent plays optimally. In the case
of the PSPACE-complete multiplicative-additive fragment of propositional linear logic
[21], it is shown in Section 3 that it is as hard to compute an approximation of the
optimal score as it is to determine proponent’s optimal strategy.
One way to explain this intuitively and informally is that provability in linear logic
is not only globally hard, but also locally hard. Indeed, in chess and in many other
intricate games choosing the best next move often seems just as hard as developing a
complete winning strategy. In other words, these games are locally hard. This property
is studied in Section 8 for the linear logic proof game. Let us say that an -heuristic,
where 0<<1, is a function from formulas to instances of inference rules (that is,
proponent’s strategy) such that the optimum score arising from the use of this inference
rule instance is close (within multiplicative ratio ) of the optimal score. It is shown
that unless P= NP, there is no polynomial-time -heuristic for MLL>. It is also shown
that computing any -heuristic H for MALL would allow us to decide membership in
any language in PSPACE, using time and space at most a polynomial greater than the
time and space needed to compute H .
2. Linear logic proof games
Let p be a propositional atom, let A; B be MALL formulas, let  ; ;;  be nite
multisets of MALL formulas, and let  be a nite multiset of literals or constants 1; 0.
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We write ] for the (disjoint) multiset union of  and . As usual, we write  ; A
for the multiset obtained by adding an instance of A to  . An expression of the form
‘  is called a sequent. An expression of the form ‘ is called a primitive sequent.
The English names for MALL inference rules are: identity, cut, par, tensor, bottom,
one, plus, with, and top. ⊗ and o are multiplicative connectives; 1 and ? are mul-
tiplicative propositional constants.  and & are additive connectives; 0 and > are
additive propositional constants. There is no rule for 0. Linear negation ?, mentioned
in the identity and cut rules, is dened by recursion on the structure of formulas: (p?)?
is p; (A⊗B)? is A?oB?; (AoB)? is A?⊗B?; 1? is ?;?? is 1; (A&B)? is
A?B?; (AB)? is A?&B?; >? is 0, and 0? is >.
MALL proof rules are
I ‘p;p? ‘A;   ‘A
?; 
‘  ;  Cut
o ‘A; B;  ‘ (AoB);  
‘A;   ‘ B; 
‘ (A⊗B);  ;  ⊗
? ‘  ‘?;   ‘ 1 1
1 ‘A;  ‘ (AB);  
‘A;   ‘ B;  
‘ (A&B);   &
2 ‘ B;  ‘ (AB);   ‘ >;   >
MALL enjoys the cut-elimination property and the subformula property [12, 21]. In
particular, if a MALL formula is provable, then it is provable without the use of the
cut rule, and the required proof rules involve only subformulas of the given formula.
The fragment MLL> consists of MALL formulas that do not involve &;. The inference
rules of MLL> are the rules of MALL except the rules for &;. The cut-elimination and
subformula properties again hold for MLL>.
Let us describe several variations of the proof game discussed in [22, 23, 25], all
involving the same moves. There are two players, called proponent and opponent, and
a separate, polynomial-time verier. Proponent’s goal is to play a number of moves
demonstrating or giving evidence for a sequent. In order to do this, proponent plays
proof rule instances. Opponent tries to force the direction of proponent’s evidence in
a way that makes it impossible for proponent to win. Opponent plays special markers
that may block one side of proponent’s & moves. If proponent plays a ⊗ move, then
opponent does not block either of the premises. Note that opponent is absent in the
case of MLL>, that is, the game on MLL> sequents is a kind of solitaire game.
Polynomial-time verier scores completed plays of the game. Various forms of the
game dier in the way they are scored. The main objective of proponent is to never
allow opponent to succeed in forcing an unprovable primitive sequent. However, in
some forms of the game proponent will be more ambitious, that is, in addition to the
main requirement, proponent will try to achieve the best score possible.
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Let us rst consider a simple version of the game against a randomized opponent,
which can be described as an avg=max game played on MALL sequents. The game may
also be presented as a board game with tiles, where each tile is marked by a linear
logic inference rule [22, 24]. Proponent chooses the inference rule to be applied. In
the case ⊗, proponent chooses a partition and requires both associated expressions to
be evaluated. In the case , proponent chooses which of the two expressions will be
evaluated. In the case &, opponent chooses by a fair coin toss which of the two ex-
pressions will be evaluated. In the case of a primitive sequent, verier simply computes
the value. Each sequent containing the constant >, each identity axiom, and each prim-
itive sequent containing only the constant 1 is scored 1 by verier. All other primitive
sequents are scored 0. Each completed play of the game is scored as the minimum of
the scores of terminal sequents obtained in the play. Note that the number of moves
is nite; indeed, it is polynomial in the size of a given MALL sequent. Proponent wins
when each encountered primitive sequent is an identity axiom or the constant 1.
Let us dene the function , which represents the expected score when proponent
plays optimally.
( )= maxf( 0;A) j = 0; Ag;
( ;A⊗B)= maxfminf(; A); (;B)g j ]= g;
( ;AoB)= ( ; A; B);
( ;AB)= maxf( ; A); ( ; B)g;
( ;A&B)= 12 [( ; A) + ( ; B)];
( ;?)= ( );
( ;>)= 1;
()=

1 if  is 1 or an axiom;
0 otherwise:
Let us emphasize that, for any MALL sequent ‘, the value () is the maximum
possible value satisfying these recursive conditions. Specically, if any encountered
sequent contains composite formulas, then several clauses regarding ( ;A) might be
applicable. The following proposition is proved by induction on the number of symbols
in .
Proposition 2.1. A play of the simple linear logic proof game is won by proponent
i the score of the play is equal to 1. Furthermore; a MALL sequent ‘ is provable
i ()= 1. In addition; if ‘ is unprovable and does not contain &; then ()= 0.
However, note that () may be arbitrarily close to 1 if ‘ is unprovable and
contains &.
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The more involved, weighted version of the linear logic proof game against a ran-
domized opponent may also be presented as an avg=max game. The players’ moves and
the winning condition are the same as in the simple game just described. However, in
this version of the game, proponent also attempts to use as many certain preferred ax-
ioms as possible. Preferred axioms are, say, instances of a distinguished axiom ‘ d; d?,
where the propositional atom d is xed in advance. In this version, proponent gets one
point for each instance of the distinguished axiom ‘d; d? encountered in a play, but
no points are awarded if a primitive sequent ‘ is any other identity axiom ‘p;p?,
or contains >, or consists of a single constant ‘1. If  is any other multiset of literals
or constants, that is, a possibly empty multiset of literals or constants 1; 0 other than
an identity axiom or the single constant 1, then proponent receives a penalty of −2n
points, where n is length of the original sequent. Each completed play of the game is
now scored as the sum of the scores of primitive sequents obtained at the end of the
play. Note that proponent wins i this sum is >0.
Let us dene the function , which represents the expected score for proponent when
proponent plays optimally.
( )= n( ) where n= j j;
n( )= maxfn( 0;A) j = 0; Ag;
n( ;A⊗B)= maxfn(; A) + n(;B) j ]= g;
n( ;AoB)= n( ; A; B);
n( ;AB)= maxfn( ; A); n( ; B)g;
n( ;A&B)= 12 [n( ; A) + n( ; B)];
n( ;?)= n( );
n( ;>)= 0;
n()=
8<
:
1 if  is the distinguished axiom d; d?;
0 if  is another axiom or 1;
−2n otherwise:
Observe again that, for any MALL sequent ‘, the value () is the maximum
possible value satisfying these recursive conditions, now with n xed as the length of
, that is, the number of symbols in .
Proposition 2.2. Let ‘ be a MALL sequent ‘ and let d be a distinguished propo-
sitional atom. Let n be an integer no smaller than the length of ; let k be the
maximal &-depth of ; and let j be the number of positive occurrences of d in .
A play of the weighted linear logic proof game is won by proponent i the score of
the play is >0. Furthermore; if  is provable; then 06n()6j. If  is unprovable;
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then n()6− 2n−k + j6− 1. In particular; if  is unprovable and does not contain
any occurrences of d; then n()6− 2n−k6− 2.
Proof. If  is provable, then proponent can play as in a cut-free proof of  and
so achieve a non-negative score. But then for an optimal strategy certainly ()>0.
Furthermore, n>3k + j for any sequent  because since each & comes with a pair
of parentheses. Thus −2n−k + j6− 1 and if j=0, then −2n−k6− 2. The other two
upper bounds may be established by simultaneous induction on the lentgh of .
Game score functions considered here are intrinsic to the proof system MALL. In
particular, they are invariant with respect to certain permutability properties, important
\structural" properties of MALL. That is, our game score functions are invariant with
respect to invertible inference rules of MALL. The following theorem is proved by
induction on the length of  .
Theorem 2.3. The following equalities hold; with n the length of the longest sequent
in each equality:
 n( ; AoB)= n( ; A; B);
 n( ; A&B)= 12 (n( ; A) + n( ; B));
 If   does not contain &; then
n( ; AB)= maxfn( ; A); n( ; B)g;
and similarly for .
Let us also observe that many isomorphisms of linear logic are respected by the
score functions we consider, e.g., Ao (BoC)=(AoB)oC; Ao (B&C)=(AoB)&
(AoC); Ao ? =A; AoB=BoA; A⊗B=B⊗A; A⊗ 1=A; A⊗ (B⊗C)=(A⊗B)
⊗C, etc. Notable exceptions are A&>=A and A&(B&C)=(A&B)&C.
3. Lower bounds for optimal strategies
The NP-hardness of MLL> and Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 imply that, in either version
of the proof game, the optimal score functions ;  and the corresponding optimal
strategies for proponent are NP-hard to compute on MLL> sequents (in fact, already on
MLL sequents.) Furthermore, because the values of ;  are discrete, it is just as hard
to approximate them as it is to compute them exactly. For the weighted version of the
proof game, this will turn out to be the case even on provable formulas, and even if
they contain &.
The formal denition follows. One usually approximates a function f by computing
a function in some \neighborhood" of f. Let Df0; 1g, and let R be the set of real
numbers. For a function f :D!R, the neighborhood of f consists of all functions
g :D!R such that, for every string x2D, the dierence between f(x) and g(x) is
relatively small. One measure of error that appears in the literature [10, 4, 3, 8, 7] is the
following:
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Denition 3.1. Let Df0; 1g; and let f be a real-valued function on D. Let 0<<1;
where  may depend on jxj; the length of a string x2D. The -neighborhood of f is
the set
-nbhd(f)=

g :D!R j 8x2D; (jxj)6 g(x)
f(x)
6
1
(jxj)

:
For any g2 -nbhd(f) one says that g approximates f within multiplicative ratio .
Intuitively, this is approximation up to factor 1=. Also this is basically approximation
with relative error at most 1− .
Theorem 3.2. Let 0<<1. Let  be the optimal score function for the weighted lin-
ear logic proof game. If P 6=NP; then there is no polynomial-time computable
rational-valued function that approximates the function  on provable MLL> sequents
within multiplicative ratio .
This property extends to provable MALL formulas, where it is appropriate to require
approximations to be PSPACE-hard. More precisely 4 ,
Denition 3.3. Let g be a function from strings to strings. The values of g may be
encoded as binary strings; by a polynomial-time encoding. Let L(g) be the language
consisting of all pairs (x; i) such that the ith bit of g(x) is 1. The function g is PSPACE-
hard if; for any language L2 PSPACE; there exists a polynomial-time Turing machine
M ? with oracle such that M ? with oracle L(g) decides L.
Denition 3.4. Let Df0; 1g; and let f be a real-valued function on D. Let  be a
real-valued function on the natural numbers such that (n)<1, for all n. The function
f is PSPACE-hard to approximate within multiplicative ratio  if every rational-valued
function g2 -nbhd(f) is PSPACE-hard.
Theorem 3.5. Let  be the optimal score function for the weighted linear logic proof
game. The function  on provable MALL sequents is PSPACE-hard to approximate within
any multiplicative ratio.
That is, computing any function g in any -neighborhood of  would allow us to
decide membership in any language L in PSPACE, using time and space at most a
polynomial greater than the time and space needed to compute g.
In order to obtain Theorems 3.2 and 3.5 it suces to show the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Let  be the optimal score function for the weighted linear logic proof
game. Let A be a MALL formula that does not contain a distinguished propositional
4 See [23] for a further discussion of the relevant background in complexity theory.
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atom d. Let A# be the formula
((A⊗ (dod?))⊗ ?)o>:
Then (A#)= 1 if A is provable; else 0.
Proof. Let n be the length of A#. In any case, the rst move must be o and n(A)60
by Proposition 2.2. (A#)>0 because proponent can always achieve a score of 0 by
playing the axiom > as the second move. However, if A is provable, proponent can
achieve a score of 1 by instead playing ⊗, where ? is paired with >, and then ⊗,
placing dod? by itself on one side, and on the other side continuing as in a proof of
A. n(A)= 0; n(dod?)= 1, and n(?;>)= 0. The strategy just described is optimal.
Indeed, placing ? by itself in the rst ⊗ move would yield a negative overall score:
on the side of ? one has −2n, while on the other side n((A⊗ (dod?));>)= 1 by
playing ⊗ and placing dod? by itself on one side, and on the other side immediately
playing the axiom >. (Note that this does not assume that A is provable.) We have
already observed that playing the axiom > instead of the rst ⊗ would yield the score
of 0.
If A is not provable, then playing the axiom > in the second move is optimal for
proponent. Indeed, suppose proponent plays ⊗ instead. If in that move ? is placed
by itself, then, as we have seen in the previous paragraph, the overall score would
be negative. If ? is placed with >, which yields 0 on that side, then the overall
score is also negative because on the other side n(A)6− 2 by Proposition 2.2, hence
(A⊗ (dod?))6− 1.
While a hardness of approximation property analogous to Theorem 3.5 does hold
for the simple version of the linear logic proof game as well, we do not know whether
it is a direct consequence of the PSPACE-hardness of MALL. Instead, we shall rely on
recent results in complexity theory [5, 14, 28, 34, 11, 7].
Theorem 3.7. Let  be the optimal score function for the simple linear logic proof
game. There exists a positive real number c such that the function  on MALL sequents
is PSPACE-hard to approximate within the multiplicative ratio 2−n
c
; where n is the
length of a sequent.
In other words, computing any function g that, for every MALL formula F , satises
2−jFj
c
6
g(F)
(F)
62jFj
c
would amount to the ability to recognize every PSPACE language. As an illustration of
the meaning of the condition, note that even a very large constant g fails to satisfy
the condition, since the values of  can be very close to zero. On the other hand, the
theorem implies that the function  is PSPACE-hard to approximate up to any constant
factor.
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The proof of Theorem 3.7 will occupy most of Sections 5 and 7. But rst we present
in Section 4 a direct encoding of a combinatorial optimization problem in the weighted
version of the linear logic proof game, which will yield another proof of Theorem 3.2.
4. Constrained matching problem as a linear logic proof game
In this section we concentrate on the multiplicative fragment MLL extended with
additive constants >; 0. This fragment consists of formulas built from literals and
constants ?, 1, 0, and > by using multiplicative connectives ⊗;o, and the fragment
has the corresponding rules of inference. Let us call this fragment MLL>. It is easy to
see that provability in MLL> is in NP. It follows from the work of Kanovich [18] and
Lincoln and Winkler [27] on the NP-completeness of MLL that MLL> is NP-complete.
When the input sequent of a linear logic proof game is an MLL> sequent, the game
reduces to a kind of solitaire game because the opponent is absent. However, even this
special case has interesting features. We show that an optimization problem known
to be NP-hard to approximate can be represented in polynomial time as the weighted
linear logic proof game described in Section 2, where the input is an MLL> sequent.
Thus we obtain another proof of Theorem 3.2.
4.1. The problem
Informally, one can think of the matching problem as the problem faced by the host
of a dinner party. Given a set of people P, a set of tables each of which has N place
settings (in \three-dimensional matching" N = 3), and a list of topics  (each described
by a set of N people who get along and a topic of interest that they have in common),
the gracious host must nd an arrangement where every person is sitting at a table with
others who get along sharing some topic of interest. The constrained-maximum version
adds the constraint that there are some \good" topics G the host wants to encourage.
The problem then becomes one of nding a solution where the maximum number of
good topics are used.
Formally, consider
CONSTRAINED MAXIMUM 3 DIMENSIONAL MATCHING (CM3DM)
INSTANCE: A hypergraph (P; ), PPP, a G , and a solution 3-dimensional
matching 0, that is, 0 , j0j = jPj=3 and no two elements of 0 agree in any
coordinate.
SOLUTION: A 3-dimensional matching 0, that is, 0 , j0j = jPj=3 and no two
elements of 0 agree in any coordinate.
MEASURE: j0 \ Gj
HARDNESS: For some constant  > 0, maximal measure is NP-hard to approximate
within multiplicative ratio jJ j−, where jJ j is the size of problem instance J [36].
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Note that a problem instance J supplies an example solution. One might assume
that this would be a rather poor solution. The existence of the one solution simplies
the statement of the measure of all problem instances, which otherwise would need a
special case for unsolvable instances. We also use this fact to simplify our proof of
correctness of our encoding.
Note that a hardness theorem in [36] says that even estimating the number of good
topics that can be used is dicult. Unless P=NP, this number cannot be estimated with
any reasonable degree of accuracy in deterministic polynomial time.
4.2. The encoding
Let us describe the encoding of CM3DM into MLL>. Each person pi 2P will be
represented by a unique negated propositional atom p?i . Let n be the number of people
and m be the number of topics. Let ? abbreviate the formula (dod?) for a distinguished
propositional atom d.
pi 2P [pi] = p?i
[P] = p?1 op?2 o   op?n
x = (pi; pj; pk) 2 − G [x] = (pi ⊗ (pj ⊗ pk))
x = (pi; pj; pk) 2  \ G [x] = (pi ⊗ (pj ⊗ (pk ⊗ ?)))
[] = [1]o[2]o   o[m]
[J ] = ([P]⊗>)o[]
In other words, the encoding [P] of the set of people is the o of the encodings of
each person in P. The encoding [] of the set of topics is the o of the encodings of
each element of . The overall encoding [J ] of a CM3DM problem instance J is the
formula ([P]⊗>)o[]. Note that the encoding [J ] is computable in polynomial time
in jJ j, the size of a problem instance J .
Note that the game score function  distinguishes (p ⊗ (q ⊗ ?))o> from ((p ⊗
q)⊗?)o>. On the former the optimal score is 0 while on the latter the optimal score
is 1. Also, although one might expect it, it is not the case that if A−B and B−A
are provable and (A) = (B), then for any context C (C(A)) = (C(B)). Consider
(p⊗ (q⊗?)) and ((p⊗ q)⊗?) which satisfy the conditions of equality, but the coun-
terexample just mentioned shows that in some contexts they behave dierently under .
However, many isomorphisms of linear logic are respected by the score functions we
consider, see Section 2.
4.3. Correctness
A sequent is said to be balanced if the number of occurrences of propositional atoms
pi with positive polarity and negative polarity are equal. Otherwise, we say a sequent
is unbalanced. All provable MLL sequents are balanced, and therefore all unbalanced
sequents are not provable. This property was previously discussed, e.g., in [18, 26].
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Proposition 4.1. An MLL sequent is provable only if it is balanced.
Proof. By induction on the depth of assumed cut-free proof.
Note that this property fails for other fragments of linear logic such as MALL which
include the additive connectives and constants: & , , >, and 0, and also fails to hold
in the presence of exponential connectives ! and ?. In particular, the property fails for
the fragment in question here, MLL>.
Recall the weighted version of the linear logic proof game and its optimal score 
discussed in Section 2.
Theorem 4.2. The solutions to a constrained maximum 3-dimensional matching prob-
lem instance J induce the winning plays of the weighted linear logic proof game
beginning with [J ] so that a maximum solution induces an optimal winning play. In
particular; the measure of a maximum solution is equal to ([J ]).
It will be clear from the proof that the multiplicative constants 1 and ? and the
additive constant 0 are not needed for the argument.
Proof. In one direction, assume a solution 0 to the CM3DM instance J . Beginning
with the formula ([P]⊗>)o[], the proponent rst plays the o moves and then uses
0 to form the partition required in the ⊗ move on [P]⊗>. Writing 00 = − 0 and
using [] ambiguously for the formulas [1]; : : : ; [n] separated by commas or by o’s,
the opening moves can be presented as
...
‘ [P]; [0] ‘ >; [00]>⊗
‘ [P]⊗>; []o
...
‘ ([P]⊗>)o[]o
This play can be completed by analyzing each tensor in [0] in any order. This results
in a play that never encounters an unprovable sequent. The score on ‘ [P]; [0]is exactly
the number of uses of the distinguished axiom ‘ d; d? on that branch, which is equal
to the number of ?’s in the conclusion sequent of that branch. The number of ?’s in
the sequent is the same as the number of good topics included in the assumed solution
to CM3DM 0. The overall score on ‘ ([P]⊗>)o[] is the same, since the right-hand
branch above scores zero. Thus the maximum solution to the CM3DM instance J does
not exceed ([J ]).
In the other direction, since a solution is provided as a part of a CM3DM instance,
by the construction above one can assume without loss of generality that ([J ])>0.
Thus we need not consider any plays of the proof game that end in an unprovable
sequent in any branch, since all such plays lead to an overall negative score.
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Given an encoding of a CM3DM problem, (([P] ⊗ >)o[]) is equal to (([P] ⊗
>); [1]; : : : ; [n]) by Theorem 2.3. In other words, an optimal play might as well begin
with the o moves. There are then two possible moves that could come next: to split
the ⊗ involving > or to split a ⊗ in some [i]. In the latter case, where the ⊗ in
[i] is analyzed rst, say i is a good topic, i 2 G (the other case is similar.) Let
 = 00 [ 000 [ fig be the required partition. This game position can be presented as
... ?
‘ [P]⊗>; (pj ⊗ (pk ⊗ ?)); [00] ‘ pi; [000] ⊗
‘ [P]⊗>; (pi ⊗ (pj ⊗ (pk ⊗ ?))); [2]; : : : ; [n]
But now the proponent cannot win. The problematic right-hand branch (the one without
the formula [P] ⊗ >) is an unbalanced MLL sequent and hence unprovable, and thus
the score would be negative. Therefore, the ⊗ moves involving the [i]’s should come
only after the ⊗ move involving the formula [P]⊗>.
In that case, the game position can be presented as
...
‘ [P]; [0] ‘ [00];>>
⊗
‘ [P]⊗>; []
where [0]; [00] is a partition of []. The formula [P] appears on the left-hand branch.
On that branch, since the sequent ‘ [P]; [0] is a pure MLL sequent, some subset of
[] must appear if the sequent is to be balanced. The subset of [] must be chosen
so that each proposition pi (representing a person) appears exactly once (in order to
balance the single occurrence of each p?i in [P]). This leaves the formula > and the
(possibly empty) remaining subset of [] on the right-hand branch. This branch can be
won immediately with the use of the > move, resulting in the zero score. Any other
attempted move on the right-hand branch leads to defeat: analyzing any [i] results
in two branches, neither of which is balanced. There is only one occurrence of >
that can be used to complete the play in one branch, so the other branch must end
in defeat. Thus the branch containing ‘ [00];> will obtain a score of zero. Returning
attention to the main branch, this branch is concerned with a pure MLL sequent, and
thus each formula is analyzed exactly once. Thus the score is equal to the number
of ?’s appearing as subformulas in the conclusion sequent of this branch. From any
such play one can obtain a solution to the given CM3DM instance by considering
all the formulas of [0] that appear in the main branch as dening a subset of topics
0. This play represents a correct solution to the given CM3DM instance because all
propositions must appear exactly once in that main branch of the proof. The score
achieved will be the same as the number of good topics used in the CM3DM solution
derived from this winning play. Thus the maximum solution to the CM3DM instance
J is not exceeded by ([J ]).
Because the encoding is polynomial, we obtain another proof of Theorem 3.2.
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We do not know if there are natural linear logic invariants that are NP-hard to
approximate on provable sequents of pure MLL, where additive constants 0 and > are
not allowed.
5. Stochastic quantied boolean formulas and games
We consider boolean matrices in conjunctive normal form. Prenex boolean formulas
are dened as usual, but we allow the \random" quantier { in addition to 9 and 8.
A formula is a k − CNF if every clause in its matrix has exactly k literals. For the
purposes of establishing a succinct terminology, we say a formula is classical if it is
closed and all of the quantiers are 8 or 9, existential if it is closed and all of the
quantiers are 9, and stochastic if it is closed and all of the quantiers are { or 9.
It is possible to consider formulas that contain other combinations of quantiers (such
as 8 and {), but we will not need these other classes of formulas.
A classical formula is either valid or invalid, according to the usual interpretation.
One way of understanding the value of a classical formula that will be useful in
comparing classical and stochastic formulas is through a very simple game with two
players called \8" and \9". For a formula Q0x0Q1x1 : : : QnxnM , the play follows the
quantier order Q0; Q1; : : : ; Qn from left to right, with each player selecting a truth value
(true or false, or, equivalently, 1 or 0) for each variable identied with that player.
Informally, the goal of player \9" is to choose values for the existentially quantied
variables so that the matrix is true. Player \8" tries to do the opposite, choosing values
for the universally quantied variables that will make the formula false.
It is easy to see that, for any classical formula, if both players continue until the
quantier prex is exhausted, player \9" has the ability to win against any possible
\8" opponent precisely if the formula is valid. When player \9" has a way of winning,
regardless of how player \8" plays, we say player \9" has a winning strategy, and
similarly for player \8." More formally, a strategy is a function from positions (which
may be represented by the sequence of moves made so far in the game) to moves.
A strategy is a winning strategy for a given player if this player is guaranteed a win
by following the strategy. Using this standard terminology from game theory, we say
that a classical formula is valid i player \9" has a winning strategy. We can think of
the player \9" as \proponent" and the player \8" as \opponent."
For stochastic formulas, we associate a probability PROB-STOC() with each formula .
One way of explaining this probability is using a variant of the classical formula game
described above, this time between players called \{" (opponent) and \9" (proponent).
The game is played in essentially the same way as the classical game, except for the
way that player \{" chooses the values of variables. Specically, the play follows
the quantier order from left to right, with each player selecting a truth value for
each variable with the appropriate quantier. The value of a formula is computed by
associating a specic strategy with each player. The simpler of the two is player \{",
who chooses truth values at random. That is, the player \{" assigns independently to
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each variable 1 or 0, each with probability 1=2. Player \9" chooses truth values so as
to maximize the probability that the formula is satised. In other words
PROB-STOC() def= Probability that  is satised if \9" plays optimally.
This informal description may be made more precise by dening PROB-STOC() by
recursion on the length of the quantier sequence. Specically, suppose Qi+1xi+1 : : :
QnxnM is a formula with { and 9 quantiers, and free boolean variables x0; : : : ; xi.
The value V(b0; : : : ; bi jQi+1xi+1 : : : QnxnM) of formula Qi+1xi+1 : : : QnxnM given truth
values b0; : : : ; bi is dened inductively as follows:
V(b0; : : : ; bn jM) =

1 if M is satised by b0; : : : ; bn;
0 if M is not satised byb0; : : : ; bn;
V(b0; : : : ; bi j {xi+1 : : : QnxnM) = 1=2(V(b0; : : : ; bi; 0 jQi+2xi+2 : : : QnxnM)
+V(b0; : : : ; bi; 1 jQi+2xi+2 : : : QnxnM));
V(b0; : : : ; bi j 9xi+1 : : : QnxnM) =maxfV(b0; : : : ; bi; 0 jQi+2xi+2 : : : QnxnM);
V(b0; : : : ; bi; 1 jQi+2xi+2 : : : QnxnM)g:
Another view of the value of a stochastic formula game is that this is the probability
that player \9" will win a game played on the classical formula obtained by replacing
each { by 8, when 8 follows a random strategy and 9 plays optimally.
In [7] it is observed that
Theorem 5.1 (Condon et al. [7]). There exists a positive constant c such that PROB-
STOC on stochastic formulas is PSPACE-hard to approximate within multiplicative ratio
2−n
c
; where n is the length of a stochastic formula.
Let us also describe another, related game on stochastic formulas, where a useful
intuition is to think of a matrix M = C1 ^    ^Cj with j clauses as stating a multiset
of j conditions to be satised simultaneously. While it would be best to satisfy all
conditions, this may not be possible. In this case, one would like to know how close
one can come to this goal. This time, player \9" (i.e., proponent) tries to satisfy
as many clauses as possible, against an opponent that plays randomly. The number
function MAX-STOC gives the expected number of clauses that \9" will be able to satisfy
(when playing optimally), i.e,
MAX-STOC() def=
P
k
k Prob(exactly k clauses of M are satised;
when \9" plays optimally):
This has a precise recursive denition as above, except that the base case is replaced
by
V(b0; : : : ; bn jM) = the number of clauses of M satised by b0; : : : ; bn:
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Intuitively, MAX-STOC is the expected score for \9" when \9" plays optimally against
a random adversary. Note that this use of boolean formulas does not respect logical
equivalence: It is easy to nd logically equivalent purely existential formulas  and
0 with MAX-STOC() 6= MAX-STOC(0).
The following theorem is proved in [7].
Theorem 5.2 (Condon et al. [7]). There exists a positive real constant  < 1 such
that the function MAX-STOC on 3-CNF stochastic formulas is PSPACE-hard to approxi-
mate within multiplicative ratio .
The games just described and their associated optimal score functions readily ex-
tend to a more general setting where the conditions to be satised simultaneously are
boolean matrices rather than disjunctive clauses. That is, one counts the number of
simultaneously satisable boolean matrices from a given multiset fM1; : : : ; Mjg. The
game is played on generalized prenex formulas Qx0Qx1 : : : QxnfM1; : : : ; Mjg. The ter-
minology regarding also used for generalized formulas. Also, for instance, the base
case of the two previous recursive denitions is replaced by
V(b0; : : : ; bn j fM1; : : : ; Mjg) = the number of matrices in fM1; : : : ; Mjg
satised by b0; : : : ; bn:
The game played on formulas is a special case when the boolean matrices M1; : : : ; Mj
are disjunctive clauses.
6. Game repetition
Any of the games discussed in Section 5 can be played on several boards at once,
similar to a simultaneous chess tournament. We shall see that playing the simultaneous
PROB-STOC game in this way is closely related to playing one MAX-STOC game on one
board. This relationship yields another approximation bound for the MAX-STOC function.
Theorem 6.1. There exists a positive real number c such that the function MAX-STOC
on generalized stochastic formulas is PSPACE-hard to approximate within multiplicative
ratio n−c; where n is the length of the generalized stochastic formula.
This appears to be a new observation, but it follows an analogous result in [15]
regarding a counting game on generalized classical formulas. Note the trade-o with
Theorem 5.2: Theorem 6.1 obtains a better bound but on a much larger class.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 in [7] uses the methods of [11] to obtain a class of
stochastic formulas  for which PROB-STOC() is either equal to 1, or it is at most
2−n
d
, where n is the length of , such that the decision between the two options
is PSPACE-hard. Our proof of Theorem 6.1 will rely on the same class of stochastic
formulas.
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Using the same technique as the one used in [15] for classical formulas, we will copy
the matrix of the stochastic formula  k times, and derive that the function MAX-STOC
on the generalized stochastic formula obtained in this way is either k or k  2−nd
otherwise.
Let  be a stochastic formula Q1x1 : : : QmxmM . For any xed k and any i = 1; : : : ; k
let Mi be the result of replacing the veriable xj with the fresh variable xij. Consider
the generalized stochastic formula  dened as
Q1x11 : : : Qmx
1
m : : : Q1x
k
1 : : : Qmx
k
mfM1; : : : ; Mkg:
Let us assume that  enjoys the special property of IP mentioned above. If PROB-
STOC ()= 1, then the player \9" in the PROB-STOC game has an outright winning
strategy. Thus in k copies of the game the player \9" results in a guaranteed score of
k along every branch of the game obviously resulting in an overall score of k. The
same is true for the MAX-STOC game on  . On the other hand, if PROB-STOC() < 1,
then necessarily PROB-STOC()< 2−n
d
, i.e. there is an an upper bound of 2−n
d
on any
strategy of the player \9" in the PROB-STOC game. The lemma below implies that k
simultaneous games of this kind, as well as one MAX-STOC game on  , have an overall
expected score of at most k  2−nd .
Lemma 6.2. Let Q1x1 : : : QnxnfM1; : : : ; Mkg be any generalized stochastic formula.
Then
MAX-STOC(Q1x1 : : : QnxnfM1; : : : ; Mkg)6
kP
i=1
PROB-STOC(Q1x1 : : : QnxnMi):
Proof. First, we consider the binary case:
MAX-STOC(Q : M1; M2)6PROB-STOC(Q : M1) + PROB-STOC(Q : M2):
By induction on the length of quantier prex. Base case: no quantiers: MAX-STOC
(M1; M2) = MAX-STOC(M1) + MAX-STOC(M2) = PROB-STOC(M1) + PROB-STOC(M2) That is,
the game boards are evaluated in the same way for MAX-STOC and for PROB-STOC (zero
or one in our case).
Inductive step: Assume for all M1; M2,
MAX-STOC(Q : M1; M2)6PROB-STOC(Q : M1) + PROB-STOC(Q : M2)
and show that MAX-STOC({x; Q :M1; M2)6PROB-STOC({x; Q :M1) + PROB-STOC({x; Q :M2)
and MAX-STOC(9x; Q :M1; M2)6PROB-STOC(9x; Q :M1) + PROB-STOC(9x; Q :M2).
Consider MAX-STOC({x; Q : M1; M2), that is
average

MAX-STOC(Q : M1; M2fx  Trueg);
MAX-STOC(Q : M1; M2fx  Falseg)

:
By induction, this is not more than
1=2

(PROB-STOC(Q : M1fx  Trueg) + PROB-STOC(Q : M2fx  Trueg))+
(PROB-STOC(Q : M1fx  Falseg) + PROB-STOC(Q : M2fx  Falseg))

:
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Rearranging, this is equal to
1=2 (PROB-STOC(Q : M1fx  Trueg) + PROB-STOC(Q : M1fx  Falseg))+
1=2 (PROB-STOC(Q : M2fx  Trueg) + PROB-STOC(Q : M2fx  Falseg))

;
which by denition of PROB-STOC on { quantiers, brings us to our goal
PROB-STOC({x; Q : M1) + PROB-STOC({x; Q : M2):
In other words, we have shown in the case of a { quantier that MAX-STOC is bounded
above by the sum of PROB-STOC values.
Regarding 9, consider MAX-STOC(9x; Q : M1; M2), that is
max

MAX-STOC(Q : M1; M2fx  Trueg);
MAX-STOC(Q : M1; M2fx  Falseg)

:
By induction, this is not more than
max

(PROB-STOC(Q : M1fx  Trueg) + PROB-STOC(Q : M2fx  Trueg));
(PROB-STOC(Q : M1fx  Falseg) + PROB-STOC(Q : M2fx  Falseg))

:
For the next step, we appeal to the fact that for any A; B; C; D, max((A + B); (C +
D))6max(A; C) + max(B;D). Indeed, note that A6max(A; C) and B6max(B;D), so
A+B6max(A; C)+max(B;D). By similar reasoning, C+D6max(A; C)+max(B;D).
Thus one has the desired result that max((A+ B); (C + D))6max(A; C) + max(B;D).
Simply instantiating this fact, one sees that the above displayed expression does not
exceed the sum
max(PROB-STOC(Q : M1fx  Trueg); PROB-STOC(Q : M1fx  Falseg))+
max(PROB-STOC(Q : M2fx  Trueg); PROB-STOC(Q : M2fx  Falseg))

;
which by denition of PROB-STOC on 9 quantiers, brings us to our goal
PROB-STOC(9x; Q : M1) + PROB-STOC(9x; Q : M2):
In other words, we have shown in the case of a 9 quantier, that MAX-STOC is bounded
above by the sum of PROB-STOC values.
In general, given that MAX-STOC(Q: M1; M2)6PROB-STOC(Q: M1) + PROB-STOC(Q: M2),
we ought to show for any k that
MAX-STOC(Q: M1; M2; : : : ; Mk)6
kP
i=1
PROB-STOC(Q: Mi):
This can be done by induction on k, using intermediate results of the form MAX-
STOC(Q :M1; M2)6MAX-STOC(Q :M1)+MAX-STOC(Q :M2), which are proved exactly along
the lines of the binary case above. Alternatively, one could repeat the binary proof
above with k game-boards Mi and obtain the result directly.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Continuing with the notation introduced earlier in this section,
let k = jj. Then j j is roughly k2. Let b>0 be such that nb<2nd for all n large enough,
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and let 0<c6 b=4. Now let n= j j and suppose g belongs to the n−c-neighborhood
of MAX-STOC, that is
j j−c6 g( )
MAX-STOC( )
6j jc:
Then one alternative is PROB-STOC()= 1, in which case MAX-STOC( )= j j1=2 and thus
g( )>j j−c+1=2. The other alternative is that PROB-STOC()62−nd , in which case by
Lemma 6.2 and by our choice of b, MAX-STOC( )6j j−b+1=2 and hence g( )6j jc−b+1=2.
But by our choice of c; −c + 1=2 exceeds c − b+ 1=2 (by at least b=2).
7. Representing games in the linear logic proof game
In this section, stochastic (generalized) formula games discussed in Section 5 will
be represented by linear logic games introduced in Section 2. The simple game on
formulas will be represented by the simple version of the linear logic proof game. The
clause-counting games will be represented by means of the weighted version of the
linear logic proof game. Of course, the representations themselves will be computable
in polynomial time.
In the instances we consider, a natural way to dene game representations is to
emphasize optimal strategies, that is, optimal with respect to score, rather than winning
strategies:
Denition 7.1. A game representation is an assignment that maps
 inputs to inputs,
 proponent’s moves to sequences of proponent’s moves,
 opponent’s moves to sequences of moves containing exactly one opponent’s move,
 proponent’s strategies to proponent’s strategies, and
 proponent’s optimal strategies to proponent’s optimal strategies.
In the instances we consider, these conditions imply that the game score is preserved.
The reader will observe that the proof of the PSPACE-hardness of MALL in [21] in fact
establishes a polynomial-time representation of the simple evaluation game on stochastic
formulas (discussed here at the beginning of Section 5) by means of the simple linear
logic proof game with a universal opponent, who may make clever choices in blocking
one of the premises of a & rule instance.
Let us summarize the main results of this section.
Theorem 7.2. There exists a polynomial-time representation of the PROB-STOC game
by the simple linear logic proof game with the randomized opponent. In particular;
the associated polynomial-time encoding []  [] of stochastic formulas by MALL sequents
satises the condition PROB-STOC()= ([][]) for all closed .
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Theorem 7.3. There exists a polynomial-time representation of the MAX-STOC game
by the weighted linear logic proof game with the randomized opponent. In particular;
the associated polynomial-time encoding []  [] of generalized stochastic formulas by
MALL sequents satises the condition MAX-STOC()= ([][]) for all closed .
7.1. Encoding generalized stochastic formulas in MALL
We assume without loss of generality that all the quantied propositional variables
are renamed apart. The encoding [][] depends on a positive integer m (standing for
the multiplicity of the \locks" and \keys") and a MALL formula A (which stands as an
alternative to each \clause"). Two important cases are when A=? or A=>.
The notation Bn will be used to indicate a sequence of n B’s, separated by ⊗, in
other words:
Bn =
nz }| {
B⊗ B⊗    ⊗ B :
The special case B0 is dened to be 1, the unit of ⊗. The notation Bhni stands for the
formula built from n copies of the formula B using only the connective o.
Bhni =
nz }| {
BoBo    oB :
The special case of Bh0i is dened to be ?, the unit of o. The formula (dod?),
where ‘ d; d? is a distinguished axiom, will be abbreviated by ?. The atom d is
distinct from any other atoms used in the encoding.
Generalized prenex formulas described in Section 5 can be encoded in MALL as
follows, where k is chosen fresh for each occurrence of a quantier.
[]{x : F[] = ((xhCount(x; F)io k)& ((x?)hCount(x; F)io k))o(k? ⊗ []F[])
[]9x : F[] = ((xhCount(x; F)io k) ((x?)hCount(x; F)io k))o(k? ⊗ []F[])
[]fM1; : : : ; Mjg[] = (([]M1[]⊗ ?) A)⊗    ⊗ (([]Mj[]⊗ ?) A)
[]C ^M [] = []C[]⊗ []M []
[]L _ C[] = []L[] []C[]
[]x[] = (x? ⊗>)
[]:x[] = (x ⊗>)
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where the auxiliary function Count(x; F) is dened by
Count(x; x) = 1
Count(x; y) = 0 for atomic y 6= x
Count(x;:z) = Count(x; z) for atomic z
Count(x; L _ C) = max(Count(x; L); Count(x; C))
Count(x; C ^M) = Count(x; C) + Count(x;M)
Count(x; fM1; : : : ; Mjg) = Count(x;M1) +   + Count(x;Mj)
Count(x; { x : A) = 0
Count(x; {y : A) = Count(x; A) for atomic y 6= x
Count(x;9 x : A) = 0
Count(x;9y : A) = Count(x; A) for atomic y 6= x
7.2. Example
Consider the stochastic formula =9x {y { zf(x_y_ z); (:x_:y_ z)g. The truth-
value assignment x!True; y!True; z!False satises the rst clause but not the
second. The truth-value assignment x!False; y!False; z!False satises the second
clause but not the rst. All other six truth-value assignments satisfy both clauses. Thus
PROB-STOC()= 3=4 and MAX-STOC()= 7=4. The entire formula  is encoded in MALL
as
((xo xo k1) (x?o x?o k1))o (k?1 ⊗D);
where D is []{y { zf(x _ y _ z); (:x _ :y _ z)g[], that is
((yoyo k2)& (y?oy?o k2))o
k?2 ⊗
"
((zo zo k3)& (z?o z?o k3))o
k?3 ⊗ []f(x _ y _ z); (:x _ :y _ z)g[]
#
and []f(x _ y _ z); (:x _ :y _ z)g[] is
((((x? ⊗>) (y? ⊗>) (z? ⊗>))⊗ ?) A)⊗ ((((x ⊗>) (y ⊗>)
 (z? ⊗>))⊗ ?) A):
Let us consider the proponent’s strategy in the linear logic proof game that begins
with the sequent ‘ []9x {y { zf(x _ y _ z); (:x _ :y _ z)g[]. The rst move must be a
o move, since there is only one formula in the sequent and this formula has o as the
main connective.
A play of the game can then continue in two ways: with the  move or with the
⊗ move. The  option is better for the proponent. Indeed, the ⊗ option leads to two
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sequents. One contains k?1 and the other contains D, i.e., []{y { zf(x _ y _ z); (:x _
:y_ z)g[]. The formula ((xo xo k1) (x?o x?o k1)) may occur in either of the two
sequents. In either case the proponent cannot win on the sequent containing k?1 , that
is, the sequent containing k?1 is not provable. Hence the proponent makes the  move.
The two possibilities lead to very similar results. Consider the left-hand alternative at
the , as illustrated in the gure below. This alternative corresponds to the truth value
assignment x!True for the boolean variable x. By Theorem 2.3, the following two
moves might as well be o moves. This opening sequence of moves by the proponent
can be represented as
...
‘ x; x; k1; (k?1 ⊗D)
‘ x; xo k1; (k?1 ⊗D)
o
‘ xo xo k1; (k?1 ⊗D)
o
‘ ((xo xo k1) (x?o x?o k1)); (k?1 ⊗D)

‘ ((xo xo k1) (x?o x?o k1))o (k?1 ⊗D)
o
If the right-hand alternative at the  had been chosen instead, the resulting sequent
would be the same except for the replacement of two copies of x with x?, correspond-
ing directly to the truth assignment of False to the boolean variable x. After that the
only possible move is ⊗ because there are no other applicable MALL proof rules. This
⊗ move leads to two sequents. If the proponent is to win the sequent containing k?1
must also contain k1 and no other formulas. Note that the earlier attempted ⊗ move
would have led into proponent’s defeat exactly because k1 could not be separated from
x or x?.
Thus one can see that the propositional formula k1 in this MALL representation is
playing the part of a \key", and k?1 ⊗B is playing the part of a \lock" on the formula B.
The mechanism locking the remainder of the MALL formula may not be opened until
the key is available without completely spoiling the proponent’s chances of winning.
The next part of proponent’s strategy follows very similar reasoning, where the locks
and keys k2 and k3 enforce the order of the moves which corresponds to the order of
the moves in the stochastic (generalized) formula game. That is, the proponent’s 
moves in the linear logic proof game correspond to the moves of the player \9" in
the stochastic formula game and the opponent’s moves in the linear logic proof game
correspond to the moves of the player \{" in the stochastic formula game. In other
words, the proponent can win only if the  and & moves happen in the same order
as the corresponding quantiers 9 and { are evaluated in a given stochastic formula.
After such  and & moves, which correspond to the choice of a truth value as-
signment, the game is basically nished, except that the proponent has to demon-
strate that the two clauses are validated by the chosen truth assignment. That is, the
cases dier only in the truth assignment, being of the form ‘ x; x; y; y; z; z; , or ‘
x; x; y; y; z?; z?; , or ‘ x; x; y?; y?; z; z; , etc. In each case the formula  encoding
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the set of clauses is the same. Also note that the truth-value assignment leaves each
variable duplicated just the right number of times for its use in .
Consider the case where the opponent chooses the left-hand alternative at each of
the two & moves, corresponding to the truth value assignment y!True; z!True
for the boolean variables y; z. (Recall that proponent has already made the  choice
corresponding to x!True.)
...
   ‘ x; x; y; y; z; z; []f(x _ y _ z); (:x _ :y _ z)g[]   
...
‘ ((xo xo k1) (x?o x?o k1))o (k?1 ⊗D)
o
The next move must be the ⊗ move and the best option for the proponent is to partition
the truth assignment appropriately between the two resulting sequents, according to the
number of occurrences of each variable in each clause:
‘ x; y; z; ([]x _ y _ z[]⊗ ?) A ‘ x; y; z; ([]:x _ :y _ z[]⊗ ?) A⊗
‘ x; x; y; y; z; z; []f(x _ y _ z); (:x _ :y _ z)g[]
If A=? then for example the left-hand side of this ⊗ partition is ‘ x; y; z; (((x? ⊗
>) (y?⊗>) (z?⊗>))⊗?)?. The only nonatomic formula in this sequent has
main connective . The proponent has no hope winning by choosing ?, so instead the
proponent chooses the other option, and then immediately makes a ⊗ move involving ?:
‘ x; y; z; (x? ⊗>) (y? ⊗>) (z? ⊗>) ‘ ?⊗
‘ x; y; z; (((x? ⊗>) (y? ⊗>) (z? ⊗>))⊗ ?)
‘ x; y; z; (((x? ⊗>) (y? ⊗>) (z? ⊗>))⊗ ?)?
On the other hand, if A=> then the left-hand side of the ⊗ partition just discussed is
‘ x; y; z; (((x?⊗>) (y?⊗>) (z?⊗>))⊗?)>. The only nonatomic formula in
this sequent has main connective . Choosing the > leads to a win for the proponent
with the score of zero. Choosing the other option leads to the following moves:
‘ x; y; z; (x? ⊗>) (y? ⊗>) (z? ⊗>) ‘ ?⊗
‘ x; y; z; (((x? ⊗>) (y? ⊗>) (z? ⊗>))⊗ ?)
‘ x; y; z; (((x? ⊗>) (y? ⊗>) (z? ⊗>))⊗ ?)>
With either A=? or A=> proponent wins in this branch and likewise the boolean
clause x _ y _ z is satised by the assignment x!True; y!True; z!True. For
instance, proponent may choose to nish with
‘ x; x?I ‘ y; z;>>⊗
‘ x; y; z; x? ⊗>
‘ x; y; z; (x? ⊗>) (y? ⊗>) (z? ⊗>)
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However, if A=?, then proponent does not have an overall winning strategy and
([][])= 3=4, intuitively for the same reason as PROB-STOC()= 3=4. The simple linear
logic game against a randomized opponent described in Section 2 admits no winning
strategy for the proponent when played on MALL formula [][] exactly because there is
no full MALL proof of [][].
On the other hand, if one is allowed to end some proof branches with the sequent ‘ A
then one can build a correspondence between MAX-STOC() and the expected number
of sequents of the form ‘ ? one can guarantee along any main branch of a MALL proof
of ‘ [][]. This is the technique used to derive Theorem 7.3.
For the specic example =9x {y { zf(x _ y _ z); (:x _ :y _ z)g, one obtains
MAX-STOC()= 7=4. Observe that if in the linear logic encoding one species A=>,
then the weighted version of the linear logic game against a randomized opponent
described in Section 2, admits a winning strategy for the proponent when played on
formula [][] exactly because there is a MALL proof of [][], which necessarily does
not break any locks. However, the value of ([][]) is 7=4 for the same reason as
MAX-STOC()= 7=4. That is, the only positive scores are generated in the linear logic
proof game from sequents of the form ‘ ?, which arise exactly when a clause is sat-
ised by a truth assignment. Other potential proof attempts that \break a lock" are pe-
nalized so heavily in  (scoring −2n), that the resulting score in such cases is negative.
7.3. Boolean matrix validity as exact provability in MALL
The encoding of stochastic formulas discussed above is related but not identical to the
encoding of classical formulas used previously to demonstrate the PSPACE-completeness
of provability in MALL [21]. The main dierences are that here we invert the meaning
of MALL propositions in the truth assignment (using x for the case of x being True,
rather than x?), and that the scope of the ⊗’s used for locks includes the remainder
of the formula, rather than just the next quantier. We also use a new encoding of the
quantier-free matrix, and accomplish the fanout directly in the quantier encoding,
rather than utilize additional explicit copying or fanout mechanisms. Where the earlier
work used truth tables for a circuit-like representation of the boolean matrix, here we
use a simpler logical encoding.
In order to facilitate the demonstration of correctness, we extend our encoding to
assignments I which map a set of stochastic Boolean variables to the truth values
fTrue; Falseg.
[x ! True; I ]F = x; x; : : : ; x; [I ]F
[x ! False; I ]F = x?; x?; : : : ; x?; [I ]F
where in the rst case there are Count(x; F) copies of x on the right-hand side, while
in the second case there are Count(x; F) copies of x? on the right-hand side.
The following three propositions establish that for any boolean matrix M and truth-
value assignment I on the variables of M , I satises M i the sequent ‘ [I ]; []M [] is
provable.
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Proposition 7.4. Let M be a boolean matrix. If ‘  ; []M [] is provable for some  
consisting only of literals; then for any context  the sequent ‘  ; ; []M [] is provable.
Proof (By induction on the structure of the cut-free proof of the sequent). If M is
of the form M1 ^M2 then by induction we have the desired result as follows:
‘  1; []M1[] ‘  2; []M2[]⊗
‘  ; []M1[]⊗ []M2[] )
‘  1; ; []M1[] ‘  2; []M2[]⊗
‘  ; ; []M1[]⊗ []M2[]
If M is of the form M1 _M2, by induction we have the desired result as follows:
‘  ; []Mi[]
‘  ; []M1[] []M2[] )
‘  ; ; []Mi[]
‘  ; ; []M1[] []M2[]
If M is a propositional variable x, then []M [] = (x?⊗>). When this formula is analyzed,
one branch of the proof contains a top-level formula >. We can add  to the context
of that sequent, now proved with the use of the > rule, and complete the required
proof with the use of ⊗ as below.
‘  1; x? ‘  2;>⊗
‘  ; []x[] )
‘  1; x? ‘  2; ;>>⊗
‘  ; ; []x[]
The case of a negative literal is similar.
It is readily seen that the restriction on   is not necessary in Proposition 7.4, but
we do not need the stronger version here.
Proposition 7.5. If I is an assignment of truth values to the variables of a boolean
matrix M; then I satises M only if ‘ [I ]M ; []M [] is provable in MALL.
Proof. We assume that I satises M , and prove this proposition by structural induction
on the boolean matrix M .
If M is of the form M1 ^M2 then I satises both M1 and M2. By induction we can
assume that we can obtain a MALL proof of the encoding of each sequent ‘ [I ]M1 ; []M1[]
and ‘ [I ]M2 ; []M2[]. We can combine these together with the application of the ⊗ rule
to obtain ‘ [I ]M1 ; [I ]M2 ; []M1[]⊗ []M2[] which is equivalent to our obligation, ‘ [I ]M ; []M []
since for all y, Count(y;M)=Count(y;M1) + Count(y;M1). This proof appears as
follows:
‘ [I ]M1 ; []M1[] ‘ [I ]M2 ; []M2[]⊗
‘ [I ]M ; []M1[]⊗ []M2[]
If M is of the form M1 _ M2 then I satises M1 or I satises M2. Without loss
of generality we assume that I satises M1. By induction we can assume that we
can obtain a MALL proof of the encoding ‘ [I ]M1 ; []M1[]. We continue the proof with
the application of the  rule to obtain ‘ [I ]M1 ; []M1 _ M2[]. The result follows by
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Proposition 7.4 and the o rule. The proof could appear as follows with the proposition
being used as a derived rule of inference.
‘ [I ]M1 ; []M1[]
‘ [I ]M1 ; []M1[] []M2[]
‘ [I ]M ; []M1[] []M2[]Prop. 7.4 and o
In the case that M is some propositional variable x, then we know that in order for
x to hold in I , I must assign True to x, and thus x appears in the encoding sequent.
Since x appears exactly once in the formula x, the encoding of this situation is thus
of the form ‘ x; x?⊗>, which is provable in MALL using the ⊗, identity, and > rules
as follows:
‘ x; x?I ‘ >>⊗
‘ [I ]x; []x[]
The case of a negative literal is similar.
Proposition 7.6. If I is an assignment of truth values to variables of a boolean matrix
M; then for any boolean matrix M 0; I satises M if ‘ [I ]M ; [I ]M 0 ; []M [] is provable in
MALL.
Proof (By structural induction on the boolean matrix M). Suppose M is of the form
M1 ^ M2. Because [I ]M ; [I ]M 0 consists only of atomic literals, the assumed cut-free
proof must end in an application of ⊗ as follows:
‘ [I ]N1 ; []M1[] ‘ [I ]N2 ; []M2[]⊗
‘ [I ]M ; [I ]M 0 ; []M1[]⊗ []M2[]
where [I ]M ; [I ]M
0
is multiset-equal to [I ]N1 ; [I ]N2 . By Proposition 7.4, it is then the
case that both ‘ [I ]M1 ; [I ]N1 ; []M1[] and ‘ [I ]M2 ; [I ]N2 ; []M2[] are provable. Appealing to
the induction hypothesis, one obtains that I satises M1 and that I also satises M2.
By the semantic meaning of ^ it follows that I satises M .
If M is of the form M1 _M2 then the assumed cut-free proof is of the form
‘ [I ]M ; [I ]M 0 ; []Mi[]
‘ [I ]M ; [I ]M 0 ; []M1[] []M2[]

By rearranging [I ]M ; [I ]M
0
into [I ]Mi ; [I ]M
00
, and appealing to the induction hypothesis,
we know that I satises Mi, and thus I satises M1 _M2.
In the case that M is some propositional variable x, the sequent ‘ [I ]x; [I ]M 0 ; x?⊗>
is provable in MALL only if x occurs in [I ]x; [I ]M
0
. By inspection of the translation of
I , I must assign x to True. The case of M being a negated literal :x is similar.
When the linear logic encoding is computed with A=? or A=>, Proposition 7.4
extends to generalized classical formulas if the quantier 8 is encoded in the same way
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as the quantier {. Proposition 7.5 so extends for any choice of A. Proposition 7.6 so
extends if A=?. We do not need these stronger versions here.
7.4. Game representations induced by MALL encodings
In this subsection it is shown that MALL encodings introduced above induce game
representations stated in Theorems 7.2, and 7.3. In particular, it is shown that the
PROB-STOC game corresponds directly to the simple version of the linear logic game
against a randomized opponent. This correspondence uses the form of the linear logic
encoding where A = ?. On the other hand, if A = >, it is shown that the MAX-STOC
game corresponds directly to the weighted version of the linear logic game against a
randomized opponent.
Let us discuss the MAX-STOC case in detail. The PROB-STOC case is similar.
The reader will observe that the function MAX-STOC can be readily extended to include
a truth assignment. Namely, MAX-STOC(I; ) is MAX-STOC(fIg) where I has been applied
to  as a substitution of truth values for propositional variables.
Lemma 7.7. The linear logic encoding computed with A=> induces a game rep-
resentation of the MAX-STOC counting game by the weighted linear logic proof game
against a randomized opponent. In particular; if  is a generalized stochastic formula
with all quantied propositional variables are named apart and I is an assignment
of truth values to free variables of ; and if n is at least the length of [][]; then
MAX-STOC(I; ) = n([I ]; [][]).
Proof. The game representation is dened and the required properties proved simulta-
neously by structural recursion on the generalized stochastic formula .
If  is of the form 9x : 0, then the player \9" (proponent) moves in the MAX-
STOC game. MAX-STOC(I; ) is the maximum of MAX-STOC(Ifx  Trueg; 0) and MAX-
STOC(Ifx  Falseg; 0). Assume the maximum is reached when x gets True. (The case
for False is similar.) In the weighted linear logic game, the proponent rst makes the
o move in the position [][] (the only option since o is the only top-level connective.)
Then the proponent has two options: playing the ⊗ or playing the . The proponent
plays  with the choice of xhCount(x;0)io k, which corresponds to the truth value True
chosen in the MAX-STOC game by the player \9".
This choice is optimal for the proponent in the linear logic proof game. Indeed,
playing the ⊗ instead of the  would lead to proponent’s defeat and a negative score
independently of the future moves because the resulting sequent containing k? is not
provable in MALL (Proposition 2.2.)
The linear logic game continues with proponent playing the o of the linear logic
formula corresponding to the truth value and then the top-level locking k? ⊗ []0[].
These moves are optimal by Theorem 2.3. The result is one sequent with an easy
win for the proponent with zero score ‘ k; k? and another sequent of the form ‘
[I ]; xhCount(x;
0)i; []0[]. By Theorem 2.3 it is optimal for the proponent to replace the
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os in xhCount(x;0)i by commas, which the proponent does in Count(x; 0)−1 o moves,
if any. Because variables are renamed apart in , it is the case that [I ] = [I ]
0
. Thus
the resulting sequent can be written as ‘ [I 0]0 ; []0[]. One now appeals to the inductive
hypothesis to ensure that MAX-STOC(I 0; 0) = n([I 0]
0
; []0[]).
If  is of the form { x:0, then the player \{" (opponent) moves in the MAX-STOC
game. MAX-STOC(I; ) is the average of MAX-STOC(Ifx  Trueg; 0) and MAX-STOC(Ifx  
Falseg; 0). In the linear logic game the corresponding sequence of moves is dened as
in the case just discussed, except that instead of the proponent’s move  the opponent
plays &. The surrounding moves by the proponent are optimal for the same reason as
above. In this case, depending on the choice the opponent randomly makes in the &
move, the resulting position involves the sequent ‘ [I ]; xhCount(x;0)i; []0[] or the sequent
‘ [I ]; (x?)hCount(x;0)i; []0[]. In either case after the further Count(x; 0) - 1 o moves
the sequent is of the form ‘ [I 0]0 ; []0[] for the same reason as above, and thus one can
apply the inductive hypothesis. The function n takes the average of these two cases.
In the base case  is a multiset of boolean matrices, say fM1; : : : ; Mjg. This is
the endgame. The proponent plays the ⊗’s in ‘ [I ]; []fM1; : : : ; Mjg[] by partitioning
[I ] into [I ]M1 ; : : : ; [I ]Mj and then for each i=1; : : : ; j the proponent plays the  in
([]Mi[]⊗?)  >, choosing []Mi[]⊗? if I satises Mi else >. By Proposition 7.5, in
this play for each i the proponent obtains the score of 1 if I satises Mi else 0.
Propositions 7.4 and 7.6 ensure that this is an optimal play for the proponent. Indeed,
in any other partition [I ]N1 ; : : : ; [I ]Nj of [I ] the score on the branch that begins with
‘ [I ]Ni ; ([]Mi[]⊗?)  > is 1 if the sequent ‘ [I ]Ni ; []Mi[] is provable, else 0. But if
‘ [I ]Ni ; []Mi[] is provable, then by Proposition 7.4 ‘ [I ]Ni ; [I ]Mi ; []Mi[] is provable and
hence by Proposition 7.6 I satises Mi.
Let us note that in the PROB-STOC case with the linear logic encoding computed with
A=? generalized formulas are not necessary. The argument, which closely follows
the argument just above, can be made directly on stochastic formulas.
Theorem 3.7 is now immediate from Theorems 5.1 and 7.2, where the encoding []  []
dened in Section 7.1 is computed with A=?.
Similarly, Theorems 6.1 and 7.3 yield another proof of Theorem 3.5. This proof,
however, yields an additional feature that the set of provable MALL sequents on which
the function  is PSPACE-hard to approximate may be restricted further. Another such
restriction follows from the result from [7] cited here as Theorem 5.2. Let us say that
a constraint is a MALL formula of the form (A⊗ z1)o(z?1 ⊗ z2) : : :o(z?n ⊗?), where &
does not occur in A, each zi is a literal, and where ? abbreviates the formula dod?
related to the distinguished axiom ‘ d; d?. Note that the size of a constraint includes
the size of the formula A. Let us say that a sequent is constrained if the distinguished
formula ? occurs only in constraints. Note that provability of constraints is in NP, in
contrast with the general MALL provability, which is PSPACE-complete.
Theorem 7.8. There exists a positive real number c such that the function  is PSPACE-
hard to approximate within multiplicative ratio n−c on provable constrained MALL
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sequents; where n is the length of the sequent. Furthermore; there exists a positive
real number <1 such that the function  is PSPACE-hard to approximate within
multiplicative ratio  on provable constrained MALL sequents where every constraint
is of constant size.
On the other hand, proof-theoretic techniques of Mints and Kanovich may be used to
restrict provable MALL sequents to those that contain only formulas of depth at most 2.
Proof of Theorem 7.8 The rst part follows from Theorems 6.1 and 7.3, where the
encoding []  [] dened in Section 7.1 is computed with A=>. The second part follows
from Theorem 5.2 by the same encoding.
Theorems 7.3, 3.5, and 7.8 have analogs in the case in which the game is played
against a universal opponent, but that case is omitted here. The reader is referred
to [24].
8. Lower bounds for local proof heuristics
We have shown in the previous sections that the optimal score functions ;  and
the corresponding optimal strategies for proponent are PSPACE-hard to approximate on
MALL-formulas and NP-hard to approximate on MLL> formulas. Some of these prop-
erties follow directly from the NP-hardness of MLL> [18, 27] and the PSPACE-hardness
of MALL [21], while others involve recent complexity-theoretic techniques for proving
lower bounds on optimization problems [4, 3, 36, 8, 7, 15].
But how hard is it to make one good move? In this section we investigate lower
bounds on such local proof search heuristics. For instance, we show that on MLL> for-
mulas, it is NP-hard to compute a local proof search heuristic up to any constant factor.
That is, unless P= NP, there is no polynomial-time strategy for proponent satisfying the
condition that, given a MLL> formula A, chooses a proof rule instance so that even
if one continued playing the game from then on optimally, the achieved score would
be within a factor of the true optimal score (A). Such a heuristic could be used to
solve any problem in NP in polynomial time. Therefore such heuristics are not likely
to exist. As in Section 3, it suces to require the above condition only for provable
formulas A.
The formal denition follows along the lines of Denition 3.1.
Denition 8.1. Let 0 <  < 1. An -heuristic is a function from MALL sequents to
proof rule instances such that, for every sequent  , the score h( ) achieved by playing
optimally from then on is within multiplicative ratio  of the optimal achievable score
OPT ( )>0, that is,
OPT ( )6h( )6OPT ( );
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where in the simple version of the linear logic proof game, OPT ( )= ( ), and in
the weighted version on provable formulas, OPT ( )= ( ).
Note that the emphasis is on the rst inequality. The second inequality holds for
any strategy of proponent.
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.6 and the NP-hardness
of MLL> [18, 27].
Theorem 8.2. Let 0<  < 1. If P 6=NP, then there are no polynomial-time computable
-heuristics for the weighted linear logic proof game on provable MLL> formulas.
Proof. Let 0 <  < 1 and let H be an -heuristic. Recall the proof of Lemma 3.6.
Consider a formula of the form
A# = ((A⊗ (dod?))⊗?)o>;
where d is the distinguished propositional atom and A does not contain d. The rst
move must be o.
Consider the second move. We claim that if H indicates that the second move is ⊗ ,
then the formula A is provable, and if H indicates that the second move is the axiom
>, then A is not provable. Indeed, let h be the score achieved by playing that move
according to the heuristic H and optimally from then on. By the main assumption,
(A#)6h6(A#). Suppose H indicates the axiom >. Then clearly h=0 because this
is the last move. If A is nevertheless provable, then (A#)= 1 by Lemma 3.6, and
hence by the main assumption 0 <  < h, contradiction. Now suppose H indicates
⊗ . If A is nevertheless unprovable, then (A#)= 0 by Lemma 3.6, and hence by the
main assumption h=0. But we have shown in the proof of Lemma 3.6 that if A is
unprovable, then playing ⊗ yields a negative score, i.e., h < 0, contradiction.
Theorem 8.2 may be strengthened to provable formulas of depth at most 2, by
proof-theoretic techniques of Mints and Kanovich.
The analogs for either version of the game on all MLL> formulas, and even on
all formulas of the pure multiplicative fragment MLL, may be obtained from the NP-
hardness of MLL> [18, 27] and Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. Indeed, since the values of
;  on MLL> formulas are discrete, it is just as hard to approximate them as it is
to compute them exactly. But iterating the presumed polynomial-time heuristic would
yield a close approximation of ;  computable in polynomial time.
In the simple version of the proof game, the reasoning outlined above cannot be
directly lifted to MALL, where the additive connectives & and  are allowed as well.
The main obstruction is the exponential size of entire MALL proof tree. A part of
this diculty has already been mentioned in the remark just after Proposition 2.1.
However, instead of simply building the entire proof tree, one could sample into the
tree of possible plays. In this context it makes sense to ask that a proof search heuristic
be computable in randomized polynomial time, BPP [30, 29].
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Using such a heuristic, one could simulate a single play of the simple version of the
proof game against a random opponent. Considering this play a single data point, one
could repeatedly sample a polynomial number of times. The law of averages yields a
bound on the likelihood of sampling error. The result is that such a heuristic may be
used a polynomial number of times to closely approximate the optimal score, which is
known from previous sections to be PSPACE-hard.
Theorem 8.3. Let 0<  < 1. Let H be a heuristic for the simple linear logic proof
game on MALL formulas such that the expected score resulting from proponent’s use
of the heuristic throughout a play of the game is within multiplicative ratio  from
the optimal score . Then H is PSPACE-hard.
The proof of Theorem 8.3 will use the following exercise from probability theory
(a simple form of the Law of Averages) [35].
Proposition 8.4. Suppose an event A occurs with probability p. Let Y (n) be the bino-
mial random variable denoting number of times the event A occurs in n independent
repetitions. Then for any  > 0 and any positive integer n;
Pr
1nY (n)− p
 > 

62e−n
2=4:
Proof of Theorem 8.3. By normalized version of IP [11], for any small  > 0 there
exists a class of stochastic formulas  such that either PROB-STOC()= 1 or PROB-
STOC()6=4, and such that the decision between the two is PSPACE-hard. A similar
property is used in [7] to obtain the result cited in this paper as Theorem 5.1 and is
also used here in Section 6 in the proof of Theorem 6.1. By our game representation,
there exists a class of MALL sequents ‘   such that either ( )= 1 or ( )6=4, and
such that the decision between the two is PSPACE-hard. Let us consider the plays of the
simple proof game beginning with such sequents ‘  .
Let XH be a random variable given by a single play of the simple linear logic proof
game against a randomized opponent in which all the moves of proponent are given by
the supposed -heuristic H , 0<  < 1, and the moves of the randomized opponent by
ipping a fair coin. Note that the values of XH are either 0 or 1. Here and throughout
this argument we suppress the dependence on a starting sequent   in order to simplify
notation. Consider the average result of n independent plays,
X =
1
n
nP
i=1
XH :
Note that the expected value is not aected, i.e., E[X ] =E[XH ]. By Proposition 8.4
with = =4, for any positive integer n,
Pr
h
E[X ]− 
4
6X6E[X ] +

4
i
>1− 2e−n2=64:
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By the main assumption
6E[X ]6:
But either =1 or 6=4, hence either 6E[X ] and thus
Pr

3
4
6X

>1− 2e−n2=64;
or
Pr
h
X6

2
i
>1− 2e−n2=64:
Fix n>192=2. Then the probabilities are >3=4. Consider nX , the number of propo-
nent’s wins in n independent repetitions of plays. If this number is large, then =1.
If it is small, then 6=4. But in each play, and hence in all n of them (n is xed; it
does not depend on the length of the starting sequent ‘  ,) there are only polynomially
many iterations of H .
Theorem 8.3 relies on recent complexity-theoretic techniques for proving PSPACE
lower bounds on optimization problems [5, 14, 28, 34, 11, 7]. In contrast, the follow-
ing theorem may be obtained directly from the PSPACE-hardness of MALL [21] and the
proof of Lemma 3.6, as in the proof of Theorem 8.2.
Theorem 8.5. Let 0<<1. Every -heuristic H for the weighted linear logic proof
game on provable MALL formulas is PSPACE-hard.
9. Further work
We do not know any signicant positive results on proof search heuristics in linear
logic. It is not known whether any problem related to linear logic proof search heuristics
is MAXSNP-complete in the sense of [31, 30]. Optimization problems in MAXSNP, such as
MAX-SAT, the problem of maximizing the number of satisable clauses in a 3-CNF, have
a nontrivial approximation threshold c > 1 in the sense that they are polynomial-time
approximable within any factor c0 > c, but NP-hard to approximate within any factor
1< c0 < c.
Related questions in intuitionistic logic are completely open. Are there lower bounds
analogous to our results?
Another potential direction for future research is the consideration of average case
complexity, that is, the possibility of proof search heuristics that on \most" sequents
provide a good next proof rule instance, but on some sequents choose a rather poor
proof rule instance. Our results above only show that it is hard to build a heuristic
that is \never too bad", while one may be as interested in heuristics that are \usually
good".
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